Due process? Try much ado about nothing, in Humble

Remember the infamous Tour 18, the ill-advised replicas of famous golf holes laid out amid the power lines and prairie scrub of Humble, Texas? You know, the faux 13th at Pebble Beach next to the near 11th at Merion, just beyond the mock 17th at Pinehurst and Harbour Town — will test the limits of federal consumer confusion, and whether that confusion (once proved) replicated Amen Corner, will the Tour 18 patron become con-swamp to his left for Calibogue Sound? When he plays the much ado about nothing, in Humble, Texas? You know, the faux 13th at Pebble Beach next to the near 11th at Merion, just beyond the mock 17th at Pinehurst and Harbour Town — will test the limits of federal consumer confusion, and whether that confusion (once proved) replicated Amen Corner, will the Tour 18 patron become con-swamp to his left for Calibogue Sound? When he plays the much ado about nothing, in Humble, Texas? You know, the faux 13th at Pebble Beach next to the near 11th at Merion, just beyond the mock 17th at Pinehurst and Harbour Town — will test the limits of federal consumer confusion, and whether that confusion (once proved) replicated Amen Corner, will the Tour 18 patron become con-swamp to his left for Calibogue Sound? When he plays the much ado about nothing, in Humble, Texas? You know, the faux 13th at Pebble Beach next to the near 11th at Merion, just beyond the mock 17th at Pinehurst and Harbour Town — will test the limits of federal consumer confusion, and whether that confusion (once proved) replicated Amen Corner, will the Tour 18 patron become con-swamp to his left for Calibogue Sound? When he plays...

**Letters**

**GATOR DIED WRONGFULLY**

To the editor:
The article in the September issue of *Golf Course News* regarding the alligator attack at the Coca Beach Country Club (page 5) was not accurate as to the individuals involved.

There were actually two young men who were trespassing on the golf course at 11:30 at night collecting golf balls from the lakes. They were wearing wet suits and carrying plastic grocery bags to transport the golf balls they collected.

As a result, one of the young men was seriously injured by an alligator, who was defending his home. The gator was subsequently destroyed by the Florida Fish and Game Commission for doing what he does naturally, and the trespassers — one of whom may have permanent injury — are now facing criminal charges.

Quite rightly, the patrons of the golf course have shown a great deal more concern for the unfortunate demise of their friend Stubby the gator than they have for the intruder who caused Stubby's unjust and severe punishment.

Dave Manning, general manager Cocoa Beach (Fla.) CC

__USGA: DON'T BARBECUE SUPERS__

The letter below, issued by the U.S. Golf Association Green Section North Central Region, was sent to courses in the upper Midwest during the brutal weather pattern this summer.

To the editor:
The prolonged period of high daytime and equally high night-time temperatures has resulted in widespread losses on golf courses throughout the North Central Region of the USGA Green Section — Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana). *Poa annua* was hit the hardest. The purpose of this letter is to convey the widespread gaiture of this summer's problems and the fact that, in many cases, the turf loss was beyond the control of turf managers.

It is an established agronomic fact that *Poa annua* is one of the turfgrasses most vulnerable to winter cold and ice stress. These inherent weaknesses of *Poa annua* were seen during the winter of 1993-94 along the East Coast and now, during the summer of 1995 here.

The reasons *Poa annua*, and to a lesser extent bentgrass and perennial ryegrass, declines this summer are many. The catalyst was a hot summer which set records in many areas. In some areas the temperature was joined by too much rainfall and yet, in other areas too little rainfall. In some cases, close mowing and/or the use of turf rolling mill to suppressing the growth of the grasses.

Once grass becomes stressed and weakened, disease problems begin to increase: brown spot, pythium (dollar and soil born), take-all patch, summer patch, brown patch and dollar spot were all seen this summer. The heat and weakened turf made fungicidal control of diseases more difficult than usual. In a few cases, pesticide applications, made with well-calibrated equipment and at correct rates, added to the decline of overly stressed turf. When the snow ball starts rolling down the hill, it gains momentum and is almost impossible to stop. Courses with good drainage and well-built greens come through better. Poorly drained greens, tees and/or fairways, especially with high percentage of *Poa annua*, were hardest hit. What to do?

First of all, recognize that maintenance of dense, healthy turf during prolonged periods of heat and humidity cannot always be maintained. Especially, *Poa annua* turf. Don't barbecue the course superintendent! Rather, understand their plight and when the weather cools, give them the support to begin a comprehensive seeding program. Where drainage is a limiting factor, develop a plan to improve it. These conditions may come again.

It will be a busy fall at most courses. Good luck! If we can assist in any way, give our office a call.

Robert C. Vavrek, agronomist R.A. (Bob) Brame, director USGA North Central Region Covington, Ky.

Members, general managers: Summer of their discontent?

Sleepless in Seattle... and Columbus... and Philly. Superintendents have been sleepless from Deluxe to Dunsbroid this summer, worrying about the weather and their crops. Extreme heat and humidity were unrelenting and life-defying. No amount of spraying, no deluge of chemicals could save some courses. Hurricane Jerry dumped 15 to 18 inches of rain on South Florida, headed north, then turned around and dumped another 5 or more inches on the same area. Canals and lakes filled and the state of Florida could not drain.

Yet, general managers and green committee chairmen from the East Coast to the Rockies are firing their superintendents — professionals who have no control over the circumstances.

"I know of more than a half dozen guys who will lose their jobs out here," said one Ohio superintendent after a drenching and hot summer that steam-cooked the turfgrass. "It's been a summer from hell."

That's tantamount to shooting the cook because of bad taxi service to the restaurant. Who other than the superintendent is going to save that golf course? The person running the food and beverage? The lawyer sitting in that year as green chairman? The club owner who built his fortune making widgets? By the end of the summer, club members blaming superintendents for dead turf when the weather is the culprit is like Chicago White Sox infielder Ozzie Guillen putting eye drops on his bat when he's in a slump.

"Come on, but the word is, country club members often leave their good judgment back at work when they come to the course.

"People lose their common-sense reasoning in country club environments," said Bob Brame, director of the U.S. Golf Association Green Section North Central Region. "They don't want to hear agronomic reasons why the greens are dying. Instead, they will base their decisions on emotions."

"That attitude is not lost on superintendents anywhere the weather gets too hot in the summer."

One person confided: "Like any superintendent, I worry about having two bad years in a row, whether it's my fault or not. We are just like baseball coaches. We seem to be very expendable. It's odd to try to convince 350 members that you're not the town idiot."

"In our part of the country, people are not used to weather like..."
continued from page 8

Employees can only perform to your standards if they fully understand what is expected of them. A well-trained employee is able to do his or her job effectively and will feel rewarded by a job well done. If employees are not thoroughly trained and told what is expected of them, the job they perform will most likely be unacceptable. An employee who continually performs unacceptable work will probably be continually disciplined and will never feel a sense of accomplishment. The employee’s morale then goes down and productivity decreases.

No training method will ever be fool-proof, but I have found videos to be a valuable tool in the training process.

Unlimited access to comprehensive weather information!

For the first time ever, course superintendents can have instant access to the most current — and complete — weather information available. From timing chemical applications...to watering schedules and amounts...to mowing times...DTN Weather Center provides your course with the time-sensitive information you need to make the most efficient and environmental management decisions.

Everyday, 24-hours-a-day, DTN Weather Center gives you over 70 continually updating maps, including:

- In motion local, regional and even national radar maps
- Current temperatures, wind speeds, humidity and sky conditions
- Severe weather maps and forecasts
- Over 200 major city forecasts
- In-motion satellite cloud photos

Photo quality graphics. Complete audio capability. And an easy-to-use satellite system with no "phone-line" charges...no matter how often you use it!

DTN Weather Center is like an electronic weather magazine...with the information updating even as you read it. It very literally will change the way you look at weather!

All at the touch of a finger!

For a free brochure, just call: 1-800-610-0777
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this, and they’re not used to seeing grass die,” said Patty Knaggs at Hazeltine Golf Club in Chaska, Minn. “They don’t understand how complex the whole growing system is for turfgrass, or the lengths you go to balance it. If you have poor drainage, you learn to be meager with your water. If you have a shady green, you spray extra chemicals there.

But when you’re faced with the weather, you can’t make up for that imbalance.”

Perhaps to their undoing, “superintendents have gotten the reputation as can-do guys,” said Gary Grigg, president of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America. “We can control genetics, fertilizer and fungicides. But we can never control the climate. Sometimes that’s hard to explain to your members.”

Grigg saw a possible correla- tion with the high-budget clubs that maintain their turf the finest: “When they get in stress conditions, they get hurt the most.”

The problem? At many private clubs, the superintendents are “walking a tightrope every day and it doesn’t take much to push them over the edge,” Grigg said.

It’s ironic that because of pressure from the club members, superintendents sometimes push the turf over that fine line. And those club members who exerted the pressure are the ones holding the door open when the super gets the boot.

In other cases, club members just like to gripe. I recall a six-game winning streak by the Boston Red Sox a couple of summers ago. The Sox had just swept three-game series from both Minnesota and then-league-leading Detroit. But callers to a Boston sports radio station didn’t want to discuss the win streak. They preferred to talk about the New York Mets’ Anthony Young and his record 24-game losing streak.

Whatever case a superintendent faces at his club, some factors can help. “You really have to be strong with communications and hope you have good backing from the inner structure of the club, or you’re out on the sidewalk,” one super said.

Communications. That’s one method that can help survive these trials.

“Most of the people understand through communication and education,” another said, adding: “You have to have a thick skin during these times. Do your research and know who you are and you can get through this.”

Possessing a strong character, and knowing who you are. Two keys to remember, because, as one fellow mentioned: “We may not have another year like this for 10 years. But we may have two more like it in the next five. You just don’t know.”

Merion Golf Club’s new three-row system will put the club ahead of nature in the 100-year summer of 1995 be repeated in the future.

“It’s whole purpose is to use less water and produce more efficiently and have firmer, drier playing conditions,” said superintendent Paul B. Latshaw. “The inside heads throw it out to the rough.

“So if we get into drought restrictions and we do not want to water rough, we can cut it off and just water our fairways, greens and tees.”
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